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1.
The following iriTestigat ion arose out of a. consideration of
the pro^blem, "Sensitivity of the Ear v/ith regard to Variations in
Pitch and Intensity of Sound". As a detector of these variations,
the Rayleigh resonator was used; as a source of sound, the organ
pipe. After the two chief variable factors, extraneous sounds and
air currents, v/ere eliminated, an unaccounta.hle fluctuation of mea&
urements still persisted. There was made therefore an investiga**
tion of the variation of pitch of the source of sound. This was
done by the method of beats, the beats being recorded, first, by a
method purely auditory, and, second, by use of Lissajous' figures,
an optical method. There v.ere made various tests of the factors
causing a variation in pitch, one of Vichich was of pressure constan-
cy as obtained by the use of a "Pressure Air Tank". The results
obtained show the probable variation of pitch of the organ pipe.
The resonator, as adapted from Lord ayleigh's model, (1) is
shown in Figures 1 and 2. Its acti m is based upon the principle
that a light disc, capable of rotation about a vertical diameter ,
tends to set itself at right angles to the direction of alternat-
ing aerial currents. In I^'ifr.l, A is a brass tube closed at one
end by a movable rubber disc C, and at a distance DE (equal to DC)
by a diafrara of tissue paper, beyond which it is prolonged by a
slidine: paper tube, P. B is a glass tube, in the cap of v/hich is an
adjustable brass pencil, that supports a silk fibre, f , terminat-
ing in an aluminum Y/ire, a. A small mirror M is attached to the
v/ire just behind an apening in the brass branch M' of the tube.
(1) Rayleigh's Scientific Papers, vol. II , Art . 91
.

2.
This opening is covered with, mica, which together with the diafram
E prevents the disturbing effect of air currents upon the suspended
parts. A magnet N gives directive force to the system. The lower
end of the aluminum v/ire dips into oil so as to damp the vibrations.
Y/hen the instrument is exposed to a sound v/hose half wave length e-
quals CE, nodes are formed at C and E with a loop half v;ay between
at the disc D. The disc, which is placed at 45° to the axis of the
tube, rotates and tends to place itself at right angles to the axis.
This rotation is measured by a spot of light reflected from M.
This instrument proved to be amply sensitive for recording
small variations in the pitch and intensity of sound. However, the
source of sound proved to have unaccountable fluctuations, so that
an attempt was made to eliminate this lack of constancy. It v/as
sQon realized that this coaild not be done easily and an investiga-
tion promised to give important results. Therefore the original
problem was abandoned in fe.vor of this more promising field of v/orls
The investigation of the constancy of oitch v/as carried out
by the follovving methods:
1. Aud i 1 ry Me thod
.
(a). A tuning fork, used as a constant source of sound, was
sounded simultaneously v.'ith an organ pipe thrown slightly out of
tune with the fork. Beats were counted and recorded with a pencil
This method v/as imsatisfactory because the observer was unable to
estimate the fraction of a beat occurring at the end of a period.
(b). Beats were then counted during a ten-second period and
the number was recorded while the observer continued to count dur-
ing tbe second period of time. This method v;as conducive to error
during ten- second periods, thus.
I
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on the part of the ©"bserver, and was not a record of variations he-
tv/een individual heats.
2. Chr nogr apfa "ethod . One recordinfi; electromar'-net of a chrono-
!.-^raph was connected in series with a contact ke;/", while in the cir-
cuit of the second map:net was placed a chronometer which recorded
seconds or fifths of seconds.
/ sec.
Fig. 3 is a copy of a chronograph record. I'^o.I represents the time
circuit, and No. II the record of the "beats. It will be seen that
it requires hut a simple calculation to convert the length of a
heat, AB upon circuit II, to seconds, "KD upon circuit I, ED by
direct measurement was 51 mm. In this paper the rd'adings given in
lengths of heats per second are thus expressed either in mm. or
seconds. The variation in length of two consecutive heats, say AB
and BC, is expressed either as the variation of each from a max~
imum, or as an individual variation, the variation in length be-
tween two consecutive beats. Tt'ach readin,^ given is the mean of
several hundred observations, the total number of beats recorded
and calculated being about thirty thousand. Distances between
beats were measured to one-half millimeter. The chronograph meth-
od may be considered under two heads, namely, auditory and optical.
In either case, the beats were recorded by means of the chrono-
graph.
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(a) . Auditory :iethod listening for beats.
The olDseryer lacked confidence in the data obtained, because occa-
sionally the beats would disappear, miether this lapse of beats
were real or fancied could not be determined. Therefore the sec-
ond phase of the chronograph method was used, namely,
(b) . Optical Method watching the vibration of a Lissajous'
Curve. (See Pi^c 4.
)
Across the open end of an organ pipe, there was cemented a square
of copper C, upon two sides of which were "ears" E about one cm. in
height, connected by a filament of wool. A mirror Jl was placed in
communication with the center of the copper cap by means of an alu-
minum wire, shaped in lever-arm fashion; and v;as given a rocking
motion by fastening this lever arm of the wire to the wool fibre at
D. A second mirror was cemented to the prong of the tuning fork.
After reflection from both mirrors, a beam from an arc light was
thrown upon a screen, executing a Lissajous' curve when the horn
and fork were vibrated simultaneously. The curve obtained is shown
in Pig. 5. It moved back and forth as indicated by the ajrrows,
each complete vibration corresponding to a beat that could be heard
Thus the beats could be observed simultaneously with the eye and
the ear. The curve is complicated probably because of the vibra-
tion of other parts of the system in addition to that of the copper
cap. The mean of three thousand measurements taken show the folloiAj
ing results:
Method Mean maximum variation
Auditory 0.0374 beat per sec.
Optical 0.029 " " "
Mean individual variation
0.06 beat per sec.
0.033 " " "
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Furthermore a slight hlurring of the figure occurred occasionally,
indicating that the lapse in heats as noted in using the auditory
method was not a fancied phenomena. It was evidently due to a de-
cided increase in difference "between pitches of the two sources of
sound.
The ahove determinations indicate a distinct variation in the
source of sound, and the question arises. What are the factors en-
tering into this variation of pitch? They may "be systematically e-
numerated hy considering the following discussion;
Let he the pitch of the organ oipe and N2 the pitch of the
fork. If c5 is the number of heats per second,
(1) % = c5
Further, let n-|_and n2 be the variation in a.nd IT2 respectively.
Then (2) (IT^ ± ) — (IT2 ± ng) = ^ Ji: I^.
The variation in the number of beats is found by subtracting (2)
from (1),
(3) ± q: = ± D.
n-j_ the variation in th^itch of the organ pipe may be due to lack
of constancy of air prer?-sure, changes in temperature, humidity of
the air, etc. represents the variation in the pitch of the fork
and may be due to changes in amplitude of the fork, variable elec-
trical contact, etc. The value of the variation in beats found by
experiment may differ from D because of errors in observation.
Let these factors be taken up in detail, n^ represents the
variation in pitch of the organ oipe, and may be due to changes
in pressure or density of the air from the pressure tank. This
may be seen as follows. The pitch of the organ pipe is fixed by
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its length and the velocity of sound, that is,
(4) . V = nA , v;here V equals the velocity of sound, n
equals the pitch of the horn, and A equals the wave length of
sound, which in this case is twice the len^i^th of the pipe which
was open at "both ends. The velocity of sound in turn is:
(5) v = y-^- where ^= 1.41, the ratio of the specific
r
h ats, where p is the pressure, and /° , the density of the air
that "blows the pipe. Then we get from (4) and (5),
(6) n= %= 7^]/^ or n ^
Variations In p may fee due to the buoyant effect of the tank and
variations in ^ to changes in temperature or humidity of the air.
The air tank used was one designed "by Dr. Y/atson and was con-
structed as follows: In J'ig. 6, T is a truck upon which is placed
a tank A made of galvanized iron. and C are cylinders of gal-
vanized iron of about 2 1/2 ft. diametej* , B being movable, C being
soldered to the bottom of the tank. ^> is suspended by a bi-filar
suspension S, while heavy iron rings, W and W , of about 300 lbs.
weight keep the part B in stable equilibrium. Comprest air is ad-
mitted thru apipeP. Bis thus forced up until its weights near
the surface of the water R. The comprest air is then shut off. Air
is now enclosed between B and ^ , and is under pressure . It may
be used to blow an organ pipe by using the side pipe at
To determine the buoyant effect of the tank, the following
method was used. A pointer was fastened to the cylinder B so that
its height at any time coula be read off on a meter stick attached
to the side of t he truck. The tank was allowed to fall thru its
entire range and the variations in pressure to 0.1 mm. were obser-
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Ted "by means of a water manometer introduced into the system. By-
using the chronograph, simultaneous records of heats, time, v;ater
pressure, and tank scale readings were made. Corresponding to a
decrease of 0.1 cm. pressure, a decrease of 0.56 ram. in length of
heats was found, which indicates that the change in buoyancy affects
the pressure and this in turn affects the pitch of the organ pipe
The range of greatest constancy of the tank was 10 34 cm. upon
the meter stick scale.
AhOTe ten cm.
10 34 cm.
37 44 cm.
44 49 cm.
l^eyond 49
Variation
Decrease of 0.65 cm. pressure
" " 0.50 cm. "
Increase of 0.30 cm. "
indicating Tariahility.
1
Pressure decreases rapidly
,
Continuing the investigation of the "buoyant effect of the tani;
a test w^as made of the relative efficiency of the balanced and un-
balanced arrangements. The temperature of the air was made constan-
at 21* C and the tank was balanced at 36 cm. scale reading. '^Tien
the horn was sounded, the variation in pressure was so slight that
the water column of the manometer fluctuated over 0.02 cm., the ob-
server being able to detect over a long space of time no rise or
fall. When balanced a^t 40 cm., a point almost down to instabil-
ity, it still varied over only 0.02 cm. on the manometer scale.
ComparinfT the variation of 0.02 era. for the balanced tank with
the results previously observed for the unbalanced arrangement, it

is eTident that the latter is the more satisfactory arrangement.
^rorn the ahove tests then, it is found that a portion of the
vCariation in the numher of "beats D is due to a variation, n-j^ , in
the frequency of the horn; and further that n-j_ is caused by small
fluctuations in the v/ater pressure of the air tank.
To determine the effect of huiaidity, the comprest air ivas run
thru a dryin,^ tuhe. This decreased the flow of air considerably
and the horn did not sound prooerly. Using a foot bellows, the
tank was then pumped up with dry air from the room aid the horn
blown with the drying tube removed. The results v^^hen compared with
those obtained by the use of the very dajnp comprest air indicate
that moisture is not a factor large enough to cause an accountable
variation in the pitch of the horn.
Using an unbalanced tank and comprest air, the possibility of
temperature being a factor in the variability of pitch of organ
pipes was then tested out. By an "unbalanced tank" is meant one
which is pumped up and allowed to fall rrradually as the air is
drawn from it to operate the pipe; a "balanced tank" v/ill later
be referred to as one v;hose income of comprest air just balances
the outgo. Results were obtained in this test as follows:
Tankfuls Temperature Mean variation from the average
1 T > 2,6° Not constant
2 23.0-20.5" 1.0 Beats per 10 seconds
3 20.2" 0.74 " " "
4 20.2-20.0" 0.68 " " "
Beyond
fourth T = k 0.0 " " "

The temperature T was the temperature of the comprest air in the
tube at its point of withdrawal from the tank. Results indicate
that, (1) temperature is a factor in the variation of pitch of a
horn and (2) four tankfuls of air must l^e discarded hefore the
temperature of the air "becomes constant.
Determining, Tar i at i on__ J.ji^ Jc^^^.^S^'h. i^^LJiil® A^i.^-^-'^^i--^ *
Consider now the factors that may vary the pitch of the tuning fork
¥.r,. It is usually ar-reed that the pitch of an electrically driven
tuning forte is constant, it "being used as a standard source of
sound in determining the pitch of organ pipes. (*), (O, kt) , M.
Its constancy was tested by the following methods:
(1). Beats v;ere recorded and corresponding approximate vari-
ations of the tuning fork were noted as, high, medium, low, or
very low intensities. These were recorded "between the beats of
the heat circuit of the chronograph, a telegraphic code being us«d
to record each of the four intensities. This gave an interesting
correlation between variations of fork and beats but no quaint ita-
tive measurement of the former.
A pointer of the chronometer and one of celluloid fixed upon
the prong of the fork were placed side by side in contact with a
blackened cylinder. The fork gave about fifty vibrations for each
one-fifth second, hence the chronometer was set for fifths of a
second. A sample of the data obtained is inserted:
(*). Lord Rayleigh, Phil. Mag., Vol. 13, 1882, Pitch of Organ Pipes
(f). Lord Raylei.crh, Theory of ^tound, vol.l, 1894, P. 60.
(l). Leman, Zeitschrift fur Instrumentenkunde , Vol. 10, 1890, "Uber
die >Tormalstimmgabeln Physicalisch-Technischen Re ichsanstalt und
die absolute Zahlung ihrer :^ch>-d.ngen"
.
(*^^). Phil. J/[ag. , Vol. 59, 1907, Ser.6, P. 596.
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One- second Vo , VilDrations T/Tean number Maximum range Amplitude
Periods per l/5 sec. V./sec. V.- rate/sec. in ittoi.
50.5
51.3
51.0
51 .
2
5l!5 51.1 1.0 V. 0.5
The mean results obtained from some thirteen hundred such vibra-
tions are as follows:
^ Rince the fork frequency variesMaximum range Amplitude
V. -rate/sec. in ram. Tibration per second, it can
i*i be concluded that it has an ef- j0.60 0.8
0.56 0.6
0.60 0.55
0.66 0.5
feet upon the determination of
the pitch of the horn v/hen the
/ ^ n a ^T method of beats is used.Mean Max. range/sec, 0.6 v.
/ ^ V Taking up the third factorMean range/sec, 0.3 V. ^
that may affect the determina-
tion of variability of the pitch
of the organ pipe, namely, the personal equation, two questions
arise, (1) Is the error of the observer a factor in determining
the variability of the pitch of the organ pipe; and, if so, what
is its value quantitatively? (2) Can this value be reduced
to a
minimum by taking long or by taking short beats?
Let us first consider the second of these questions.
Leman
(loc. cit.) says: "The most convenient rapidity of beats
was 1 l/2
- 2 1/2 per sec. Lord Rayleigh in his "Theory of Sound"
makes
the statement that for accuracy beats much slower than
four per
second should be used; and in the Philosophical Magazine,
Vol. 3,
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1877, P.462, says that slow loeats are preferalsle to fast. These
references lead to the conclusion that in taking slow heats the
personal error would he reduced to a minimum. On the contrary,
earlier readings taken hy the writer indicate apparently that fast
"beats are more accurate than slow. About half a thousand slow and
an equal numher of fast "beats Y/ere counted and the following result^
ohtained:
Rapidity of heats Variation in len??;th of heat per second
1 heat/ sec. 1.8 heat/ sec.
5 heats/ sec. 0.6 heat/ sec.
It seoms likely that the frreater accuracy of the short heat is due
to the observer getting; into a certain rhythm or swinp;. This
statement may he further tested hy the follov^ing consideration.
Let it he remembered, page 5, that ± n^ n^ - D, where D is
the variation in number of beats, and n-j_ and ng are corresponding
variations in the pitches of horn and fork respectively. The re-
corded value for D includes also the personal error of observation.
The variation in D per second should be the same for slow as for
fast beats, while if expresserl per beat it should be greater for
slow than for fast heats, the slow beat taking a longer time, thus
offering more chance for variation. Rep.ultf^ are p« follows:
ITo . Beats/sec. Mean individual
Varia.tion per sec.
Mean individual
Variatdon per Beat.
(1) Slow, 0.86
C2) 0.96
(3) 1.06
0.02 sec.
0.028 "
0.03

}vTo. Beats / sec.
(4) . Less than
1 "beat / sec .
Fast
(5) . 3 "beats / soc,
"'^ean indiYidual
Variation / sec.
12.
Mean individual
Variation / "beat.
10.74 fo
4.4 fo
It can be seen from (1), (2), and (3) alcove, that variations taken
p,er second show a fairly constant percentage; and from (4) and (5),
that variations taken per heat vary with the length of the heat. Al-
lowing the heats to vary gradually in length, a further proof of
the latter fact is obtained , as shown hy the accompanying data> (a).
Chart No. II, if compared to Chart No. I, also shows this fact
graphic sJ.ly.
Nq . B e at s
Per sec.
0.75
0.665
0.61
0.55
0.515
0.45
(a)
Beats per sec
.
,
^'''''ean Ind. V.
0.27 cm.
. 0.31 "
0.40 "
0.45 "
0.86 "
2.00 "
(b)
Mean individual V. per heat,
Dr. Watson Writer
0.89 cm. 0.75 cm.
Personal error, 0.14 cm./sec
To test the error of personal observation, simultaneous read-
ings were taken by Dr. Watson and the v/riter. Results were as
shown under (b ) above. Prom the preceding tests of the personal
equation factor in the variability of the pitch of the orran pipe,
therefore, the conclusions reached are a-j follows:
(1). The personal enuation is a factor in the determination
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Of TarialDility of the orf^an pipe; quantitatively, the observer in-
troduces a personal error of 0.14 o-f a heat per second. The vari-
ation between readings of two observers therefore is almost as
large as the variation betv^een readings taken by one observer.
(2) . Slow beats are preferable because they can be recorded
with greater accuracy by the observer, and because they extend over
a longer soace of time, thus presenting for the study of the
obser-
ver a greater variation in the pitch of the horn per beat.
(3) . The mean individual variation of all readings
taken are
as great as the mean maximum variation per each ten seconds,
indi-
cating that the change in pitch of the horn is merely a
bobbing
fluctuation with no gradual rise or fall.
Several minor points concerning the adjustment of the appara-
tus for maximum efficiency were then tested out, the long
beat
method bei :g used as a check uoon former determinations.
Some of
the results obtained were as follows:
(1). Relative efficiency of balanced and unbalanced
tank.—
Mean maximum variation Mean individ-
in length of beat
ual V.
n f^'K oYY) -npr c-pn , 0.49 cm./sec.
Balanced tank 0.53 cm.pe sec.
o AT " 0.615
"
Unbalanced tank ^'^-^
Therefore the balanced rank introduces less
variation into the
pitch of the horn than does the
unbalanced, .hich conclusion agrees
with that farmerly reached.
(2). rurinfr all of the tests with long heats, a
simultane-
auB record of lar<;e noticeahle variations
of the tuning fork -..-as
kept, all of Which tend to verify the
conclusion previously reachec
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narael3^ that to the tuning fork is attr ibutalole a lare;e per cent
of the variation of Toeats "between horn and fork. Each record of a
variation in the fork shov7ed a corresponding variation in the numr,
"ber of "beats per second. The accompanying saiaple of simultaneous
readings gives an illustration of this fact:
Dr. Watson Writer
T\/rpfln Mean
Length of Mean max. Mean Ind.Remarks L|n||liof^^^^n .Y.
Beat in cm. V.
7.65 0.40
7.20 0.05
O 05 0'^^
.A 7.15 0.007.60 0.40 ^ "-^ -,20
1.25 Tuning ^
8.35 1.10 ^ fork ^8.35 1.20
1.10 varied u.yu
7.45 0.20 7.45 0.20
20'
7.25 0.00
' 0.10
(3). TIE auditory method is superior to the optical because
of the fact that it was found almost impossilDle to fatigue
the ear
even over spaces of time of alm.ost four hours duration, v/hile
the
eye is easily tired watching the dancing Lissajous' figures.
The previous results allow an estimate of the variation in
pitch of the organ ipe to he made. J'rom equation (l), page 5,
= ITg + ^ •
ITg, the frequency of the fork, v;as 256, and the mean n'aml)er of
heats per second was 0.75. Then %,the frequency of the horn,
would he Kg 4-c§ or 256.75. Also, D (See Equation 3, page 5 ),
the variation in S due .o variations in the pitch
of fork and
horn, was found to he 0.5 heat per second,
so that the pitch of
the horn was 256.75 ± 0.5, the^ariation heing
approxiraately 0.2%.
It should he rememhered, however, that
this variation of 0.5 rep-
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resents not alone rariations in the pitch of fork and horn, "taut
also the error of the oh server. If we suhtract the variation due
to the forv alone(0.3) and the error due to the observer (0.14),
the variation in the horn is thus seen to he 0.06 heat per second
or less than 0.03
Summing?; up then, the conditions for greatest constancy of the
pitch of the horn were found to he:
(1) . Balanced tank with the first three tankfuls of air dis-
carded.
(2) . Beats longer than one second duration.
(3) . Observer listening for points of silence, instead of
paints of maximum intensity.
(4) . Chronographic- auditory method of recording beats.
The variation of pitch of the or^s^an pipe calculated under the above
conditions v/as very small, being approximately 0.03



